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A B S T R A C T   

By acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), aerosol particles play a key role in the climate system. The CCN 
can be activated into cloud droplets at the cloud base (i.e., primary activation), or above it (i.e., secondary 
activation). This study shows the conditions required for secondary activation during the condensational growth 
phase in convective clouds. It also proposes a methodology for detecting this secondary activation from satellites. 
Using a spectral bin adiabatic parcel model, we simulate the vertical profile of cloud microphysical properties 
and demonstrate how different aerosol size distributions and updraft velocities greatly affect the secondary 
activation initiation and the cloud properties. The secondary activation slows down the cloud drop effective 
radius (re) growth rate with increasing height, and decreasing temperature (T), due to the relatively larger 
population of smaller droplets in the cloud parcel. Therefore, the vertical profile of re growth with height is 
slower than the adiabatic rate when the secondary activation occurs. 

The proposed physical principle was verified by satellite-retrieved T-re profiles and adiabatic cloud drop 
number concentrations (Nd) over the Amazon region. The results obtained from this study can be utilized to 
identify the secondary droplet activation during the condensational growth phase, which can lead to an over-
estimation of the retrieved Nd as well as suppression of warm rain. This improves our knowledge and obser-
vational capabilities of the role of aerosol particles in the microphysics, dynamics, and precipitation behavior of 
convective clouds. 
Plain text summary: Small particles serve as sites for cloud droplets’ condensation at the cloud base (primary 
droplet activation) or above it (secondary activation). Once a droplet is activated at the cloud base, the sur-
rounding water vapor condenses on it and the droplet grows - this is called condensational growth. The cloud 
droplet number concentrations (Nd) can be obtained by the satellite-retrieved vertical growth rate of droplet size 
in the condensational growth phase. However, new small droplets formed during this phase (i.e., secondary 
activation), might cause an overestimate in the retrieved Nd. This study presents the physical principle of sec-
ondary activation during condensational growth. Using a model, we simulate the condensational growth of 
aerosol particles, which act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), for different particle size distributions and 
thermodynamic conditions (i.e., vertical velocities). Our simulations show that secondary activation slows the 
cloud droplet growth rate with height due to the larger competition for the available water vapor promoted by 
the new drops. Comparisons between satellite-retrieved Nd of convective clouds and in-situ measurements show 
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that the satellite retrievals overestimate Nd when the secondary activation of droplets is neglected. Our findings 
improve the understanding of aerosols’ role in the condensational growth of droplets in convective clouds.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The impacts of aerosols on clouds and climate are among the most 
significant uncertainties in assessing and modeling climate change 
(IPCC, 2013, 2021). Remote sensing techniques for studying aerosols 
and clouds allow worldwide monitoring and analysis of aerosol-cloud 
interactions (e.g., Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998; Bréon et al., 2002; 
Rosenfeld et al., 2016; Grosvenor et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2021). Yet, 
analyzing aerosol and cloud characteristics with sufficient precision has 
remained a major challenge to quantify how cloud microstructure and 
the associated radiative properties respond to aerosol perturbations (e. 
g., Zhao et al., 2012; Efraim et al., 2020; Sayer et al., 2020). 

The number concentration of cloud droplets (Nd; a list of abbrevia-
tions and symbols is given in Table 1) at the cloud base mainly depends 
on the activation spectrum of the aerosol particles that serve as cloud 
condensation nuclei (CCN) as a function of supersaturation (S) (Köhler, 
1936; Twomey, 1959). The S rises when an air parcel is steadily cooled 
below the dew point due to the existing cloud base updraft (wb). When S 
reaches a critical value (Sc), which is specific to the characteristics of a 
particular CCN, it is activated and grows into a droplet. As S increases, 
further activation of droplets occurs, and the already activated CCN 
continue to grow. Consequently, water vapor is removed by condensa-
tion at a steadily increasing rate, resulting in a slowing of the increase of 

S until the effect of condensation balances the growth of S due to cool-
ing. Under the assumption of a fixed wb, the maximum S at the cloud 
base (Smax) is reached within a small distance (a few to tens of meters) 
above the cloud base (Twomey, 1959; Rogers and Yau, 1996). Above the 
level of Smax, the existing droplets continue to grow, S starts to decrease, 
and no further CCN are activated. The Nd at the cloud base will then be 
determined by the number concentration of activated CCN (NCCN) where 
Sc ≤ Smax (Twomey, 1959). 

A common method for remote retrieval of Nd and NCCN in growing 
convective towers is based on the growth of cloud drop effective radius 
(re) with height or decreasing temperature (T). This approach relies on 
aircraft observations showing that the measured re in different cloud 
depths above the cloud base increases almost as if the clouds were 
adiabatic. However, the cloud liquid water content (LWC) is mostly 
smaller than the adiabatic state (Freud et al., 2011; Braga et al., 2017). 
This pattern is caused by the nearly inhomogeneous mixing behavior of 
convective clouds with ambient air (Hill and Choularton, 1985; Paluch, 
1986; Bower and Choularton, 1988; Brenguier, 1993; Brenguier et al., 
2000; Burnet and Brenguier, 2007; Freud et al., 2008; Freud et al., 2011; 
Beals et al., 2015; Rosenfeld et al., 2016; Braga et al., 2017). Freud et al. 
(2011) showed that the cloud base Nd could be approximated by the 
ratio of adiabatic LWC (LWCa) to the mass of a single droplet (Mdroplet). 
The Mdroplet is calculated based on the mean-volume radius (rv) where 
rv =

re
1.08 in an adiabatic process (Freud et al., 2011). Hereafter re and Nd 

in the adiabatic part are referred to as the adiabatic re and adiabatic Nd, 
respectively (Freud et al., 2011; Rosenfeld et al., 2016). Rosenfeld et al. 
(2014a) have shown that the T-re profiles can be retrieved by satellites 
and thus provide the capability of calculating the adiabatic Nd based on 
the assumption of adiabatic re and LWCa. Using the cloud base height 
(Hb), wb can be approximated based on the empirical relation wb =

0.9Hb, where Hb is in km and wb is in ms− 1 (Zheng and Rosenfeld, 2015). 
Then, the estimated Nd and wb are used to calculate Smax (Pinsky et al., 
2012), where Nd is, by definition, NCCN at Smax. Rosenfeld et al. (2016) 
combined all these considerations into a method to retrieve cloud base 
Nd and Smax by satellite, which is essentially the NCCN(S), with an ac-
curacy of ±30%. 

However, as pointed out earlier, Nd and NCCN can only be retrieved 
from vertical T-re profiles as long as the re behaves adiabatically. The 
layers of the cloud where re is nearly adiabatic are where the conden-
sation process dominates the cloud droplets’ growth above the level of 
Smax close to the cloud base and below the level where the coalescence 
process dominates (i.e., for re < 14 μm (Rosenfeld et al., 2006)). Droplet 
coalescence increases the growth rate of re with decreasing T beyond the 
adiabatic condensational growth rate. The condensation phase of the 
cloud and its role in the calculation of Nd will be further described in 
Section 1.3. 

1.2. Secondary activation zone 

The process of activating cloud droplets well above the cloud base 
(above the height of Smax) is referred to herein as secondary activation, 
as opposed to the primary activation of droplets at the cloud base. 
Secondary activation might occur in two ways:  

(1) When entrained particles from the cloud’s lateral and/or top 
boundaries get activated as their characteristic Sc is lower than 
the actual S they experience in the cloud, which is smaller than 
Smax.  

(2) When S above the cloud base exceeds the Smax. This can occur 
either when droplet coalescence reduces the integrated droplets’ 
surface area available for condensation, which decreases the 

Table 1 
List of abbreviations and notations.  

Abbreviation/ 
notation 

Description Units 

ACRIDICON- 
CHUVA 

Aerosol, Cloud, Precipitation, and Radiation 
Interaction and Dynamics of Convective Cloud 
Systems - Cloud Processes of the Main 
Precipitation Systems in Brazil: A Contribution to 
Cloud Resolving Modeling and to the GPM (Global 
Precipitation Measurement) 

– 

ASD Aerosol size distribution cm− 3, 
nm 

ATTO Amazon Tall Tower Observatory – 
CCN Cloud condensation nuclei – 
Hb Cloud base height km 
LWC Liquid water content g/kg 
LWCa Adiabatic liquid water content g/kg 
Mdroplet Mass of a single droplet μg 
Na The total particle number concentration cm− 3, 

mg− 1 

NCCN Number concentration of CCN cm− 3, 
mg− 1 

Nd Number concentration of droplets cm− 3, 
mg− 1 

Nda The adiabatic Nd (based on eq. 4 in Freud et al., 
2011) 

cm− 3, 
mg− 1 

OLR Outgoing longwave radiation – 
RWF Rainwater fraction – 
re The effective radius of the cloud droplet spectra μm 
rv The droplet mean-volume radius μm 
S Supersaturation % 
SAZ Secondary activation zone – 
SAZcoal Secondary activation above the coalescence phase – 
SAZcond Secondary activation during the condensational 

growth 
– 

Sc Critical supersaturation % 
Smax Maximum supersaturation near cloud base % 
SMPS Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer device – 
T Temperature ◦C 
w Updraft ms− 1 

wb Cloud base updraft ms− 1  
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condensation rate and increases S (Efraim et al., 2022), or when 
there is an increase in updraft (w), which increases S due to a 
higher cooling rate. As a result, particles, that were not activated 
at the cloud base because their Sc was greater than Smax, can now 
be activated into cloud droplets at the current elevated S. 

Both mechanisms will reduce the observed re with decreasing T, due 
to the presence of a significant number of smaller droplets in an envi-
ronment of fewer larger drops, where the newly activated droplets can 
dominate the re, as shown by several in-cloud aircraft campaigns 
(Warner, 1969; Paluch and Knight, 1984; Paluch and Baumgardner, 
1989; Prabha et al., 2011; Braga et al., 2017; Bera et al., 2022). The 
secondary activation process might have an important impact on 
climate. The released latent heat from the activation of the new cloud 
droplets above the cloud base increases the buoyancy and further in-
vigorates the cloud towards the tropopause (Khain et al., 2012; Fan 
et al., 2018). This invigoration may lead to more extensive and colder 
anvils in the form of cirrus clouds (Fan et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2021). 
These clouds efficiently absorb outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and 
marginally reflect the incoming sunlight (Stephens et al., 1990). 
Therefore, during the day they might not have a large albedo, but they 
do absorb most of the OLR during day and night, eventually resulting in 
a positive radiative forcing and warming effect (Slingo and Slingo, 1988; 
Cotton et al., 2011). Moreover, the evaporation of ice crystals from these 
anvils enriches the upper troposphere with water vapor, which is a 
strong greenhouse gas (Price, 2000). Therefore, it will likely strengthen 
the positive radiative forcing. 

The vertical microphysical zone in the cloud where the secondary 
activation occurs is defined as the “secondary activation zone” (SAZ). 
Efraim et al. (2022) presented a method to identify the post-coalescence 
SAZ along with other microphysical zones from satellite observations. 
This method analyses the T-re profile and divides the cloud into different 
microphysical zones based on the growth rate of re with decreasing T 
(dre/dT) compared to the adiabatic growth rate of re:  

(1) condensational growth - re growth rate is similar to an adiabatic re 
curve originating at the cloud base;  

(2) coalescence - the growth rate of re exceeds the adiabatic growth 
rate;  

(3) rainout - a moderation of the growth rate of re after coalescence;  
(4) secondary activation – a negative growth rate of re;  
(5) mixed-phase of ice and water – a rapid regrowth of re above the 

subzero temperatures; and.  
(6) glaciation – where the indicated re reaches a maximum threshold 

of 40 μm and/or temperatures colder than − 38 ◦C. 

As mentioned above, secondary activation can occur either after 
coalescence or when w accelerates above the cloud base, which increases 
the cooling rate. This might increase S to the extent that it exceeds Smax 
near the cloud base, even before the coalescence process dominance 
when the condensational growth is still dominant. While the secondary 
activation of droplets after coalescence was presented and discussed in a 
previous paper (Efraim et al., 2022), this study serves as a comple-
mentary one and discusses the physical principle of secondary activation 
during the condensational growth phase. Both studies together present a 
whole method of detecting SAZ from satellite observations. The condi-
tions during coalescence are typically aerosol-limited, whereas the 
conditions at the focus of this study are often updraft-limited - the added 
drop nucleation occurs due to updraft acceleration. The condensational 
growth zone contains small droplets, so the newly activated ones are 
much less likely to reverse the growth trend with height like in the post- 
coalescence SAZ, but rather slow it to below adiabatic. 

Hereafter, the microphysical zone in the cloud where secondary 
activation during the condensational growth occurs is referred to as 
SAZcond, and the secondary activation of droplets above the coalescence 
phase is referred to as SAZcoal. 

1.3. Secondary activation during the condensational growth phase, 
SAZcond 

Additional condensation of water vapor above the level of Smax leads 
to a growth of the existing cloud droplets, i.e., condensational growth. 
This process further increases the integrated droplet surface area, de-
creases S, and usually prevents the activation of additional cloud 
droplets above that level (Rosenfeld, 2018). The LWCa is divided over 
the single droplet mass of the existing cloud droplets (Mdroplet), causing 
the Nd to remain relatively constant with height (Rogers and Yau, 1996; 
Freud et al., 2011; Rosenfeld et al., 2016). This is valid as long as the 
cloud is adiabatic and there is no droplet evaporation or activation of 
new CCN particles (Rosenfeld, 2018). Therefore, a linear relationship of 
LWCa-Mdroplet ratio would denote an adiabatic part of the cloud. The 
adiabatic condensational growth phase is then determined by the most 
consecutive linear points of the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio. This linear part 
should also be close to the cloud base and pass through the origin 
because when LWCa is zero, there are no droplets. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
LWCa [g/kg] as a function of Mdroplet [μg] for each temperature bin. The 
LWCa is calculated based on the retrieved cloud base pressure and 
temperature and increases up to the cloud top (Freud et al., 2011). 
Assuming the droplets are spherical, the Mdroplet is calculated by the 
product of the droplet volume and the water density. As long as the 
LWCa-Mdroplet ratio remains linear, the adiabaticity is preserved. This 
means that the LWCa is divided equally between the existing cloud base 
Nd without losing or gaining droplets. If this ratio is no longer linear, it 
can either mean (1) droplet coalescence, where Mdroplet increases 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the adiabatic LWC (LWCa [g/kg]; uncertainty: 15%) over 
droplet mass (Mdroplet [μg] uncertainty: 8%). The data was derived from a 
sample satellite-retrieved case study over the Amazon (− 2.56◦, − 59.46◦) from 
February 26th, 2018. Each point represents the calculated LWCa and Mdroplet for 
each temperature bin. The LWCa is calculated based on the cloud base pressure 
and temperature, and the Mdroplet is based on the mean-volume radius (rv), 
where rv =

re
1.08 in the adiabatic part. The red points and the green fit line mark 

the part where the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio is most linear and passes through (0,0). 
These are the adiabatic points by which the Nd at the cloud base is calculated. 
Any deviation or noise in the defined adiabatic points may cause a bias in 
retrieving the cloud base Nd. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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beyond adiabaticity; (2) precipitation, where Mdroplet decreases due to 
the removal of raindrops and remaining tiny drops; or (3) activation of 
new cloud droplets (i.e., SAZcond), which also decreases Mdroplet. 

As mentioned above, Nd is calculated based on the linear LWCa- 
Mdroplet ratio. Any deviation from adiabaticity due to SAZcond in the 
defined linear part may cause an overestimation in the retrieval of cloud 
base Nd. This will be further discussed in Section 4. Another impact of 
SAZcond is the suppression of warm rain and possible cloud invigoration. 
Several studies suggested, based on aircraft and satellite measurements, 
that warm rain formation requires a cloud with re larger than 13–14 μm 
(Rosenfeld and Gutman, 1994; Gerber, 1996; Pinsky and Khain, 2002; 
VanZanten et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008; Prabha et al., 2011; Konwar 
et al., 2012; Freud and Rosenfeld, 2012). The activation of tiny cloud 
droplets during the condensational growth inhibits the collision and 
coalescence processes and delays the droplets’ growth into raindrops. 
This will be described by the model and with aircraft validations in 
Section 3.1 and Section 4, respectively. 

This study describes and demonstrates the physical principle of 
secondary activation of droplets during the condensational growth of 
convective clouds. For this purpose, a spectral bin microphysics adia-
batic parcel model was used to simulate the vertical profiles of several 
cloud properties for different aerosol size distribution (ASD) and w 
profiles. In addition, a method to detect SAZcond from a satellite is pre-
sented, and the impact of SAZcond on the satellite retrieval of Nd is dis-
cussed. The simulated cloud properties are described in Section 3.1. Case 
studies with and without a detectable SAZcond on satellite retrieved T-re 
and a discussion on the effect on the retrieved Nd are described in Sec-
tion 3.2 and Section 4, respectively. 

2. Methods 

The methodology in this study is similar to the methodology pre-
sented in Efraim et al. (2022), therefore we describe it here concisely 
with the relevant adjustments for the SAZcond study. 

2.1. Model description 

The model used here is the Pinsky and Khain (2002) spectral bin 
adiabatic parcel model with 2000 bins, which describes the cloud 
microphysical properties of convective clouds in the water phase only 
(temperatures warmer than − 10 ◦C). The initial thermodynamic con-
ditions for the simulations, including pressure, temperature, relative 
humidity, and height, were measured below cloud bases during flight 
AC07 of the ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign (Wendisch et al., 2016). The 
simulations are based on modified ASD measured below cloud bases in 
subsaturated conditions (Braga et al., 2021; Pöhlker et al., 2021), and on 
aerosol supply through the cloud base. This means that entrainment is 
not included according to the inhomogeneous mixing assumption. 
However, the results in such cases are expected to be similar: a reduction 
of re (e.g., Burnet and Brenguier, 2007; Andrejczuk et al., 2009; 
Devenish et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2012; Pinsky et al., 2016). The 
simulated cloud properties are re, Nd, the total particle number con-
centration (Na), S, rainwater fraction (RWF), and prescribed updraft (w) 
as a function of decreasing T to match the retrieval from the satellite. 
The temperature (◦C) is correlated with the height (m) above the cloud 
via the moist adiabatic lapse rate (~ 6 ◦C/km). In the original use of the 
model (Pinsky and Khain, 2002) the w profiles are calculated by the sum 
of the buoyancy and friction forces, according to an input sounding 
profile. In this study, the w profiles are prescribed to control the rate of 
increase of the production term of S. The w profiles represent typical 
values taken from measurements (Anderson et al., 2005; Giangrande 
et al., 2016; Braga et al., 2017; Marinescu et al., 2020). 

The RWF is defined as the ratio between the rainwater content (drops 
with a diameter > 50 μm) and the total water content. It increases as 
coalescence starts and decreases as the raindrops precipitate from the 
cloud. If there is no new droplet activation, RWF increases with 

decreasing T up to unity when the smallest drops grow beyond the 
threshold of 50 μm in diameter. In the case of SAZ occurrence, the RWF 
decreases as the new small droplets delay the conversion into raindrops. 
Although we focus here on the condensational growth phase, the RWF is 
present as it is affected by the SAZcond. Generally, clouds that completely 
rain out cannot develop beyond that point due to a lack of condensation 
and buoyancy. However, in this study, the model forces the cloud to 
grow beyond the point of total rainout to illustrate how secondary 
activation changes the T-re profile compared to the alternative that is 
rarely realized in nature. The T-re profile for each simulation (e.g., 
Fig. 2D and 3D) shows the adiabatic re curves under the assumption of 
condensational growth only for each cloud base Nd (grey lines). The 
adiabatic curves are calculated based on the LWCa and the corre-
sponding development of re based on the cloud base temperature and 
pressure (Rosenfeld et al., 2016). The deviations between the actual and 
the adiabatic T-re profiles define the dominant microphysical zones 
(Efraim et al., 2022). 

To emphasize the impact of different ASD and w profiles on the 
microstructure of the cloud and the SAZ, several sets of simulations were 
performed. The first two simulations (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) present the 
impact of SAZ in general on the cloud properties, and the other ones 
(Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) focus on the temperature of SAZcond initiation. The 
first simulation (Fig. 2) uses a fixed ASD and three prescribed w profiles 
and the second one (Fig. 3) uses two ASD and a fixed w profile. 

This thorough model describes the fundamental physical processes 
by simplifying environmental factors. However, it is well suited to 
illustrate the physical principle of SAZcond and the expected behavior of 
such a process on the cloud properties. 

2.2. Satellite T-re retrieval 

The satellite retrieval case studies in Section 3.2 were obtained from 
the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) passive sensor 
onboard the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) satel-
lite. This sensor has sufficient resolution to accurately resolve the ver-
tical structure of convective clouds by retrieving its T-re profile. The 
wavelengths used to retrieve the T-re profile are 10.8 μm and 3.7 μm for 
T and re, respectively (Rosenfeld et al., 2014b). The uncertainty values of 
the satellite-retrieved properties are T (0.2 ◦C), re (8%), and LWCa (15%) 
(Rosenfeld et al., 2016). The satellite retrieval method assumes ergo-
dicity, meaning that a snapshot of the T-re profile of a cloud cluster gives 
the same information as obtained by tracking a single convective system 
throughout its vertical evolution (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974; Lensky 
and Rosenfeld, 2006). In addition, assuming no precipitation is falling, 
the cloud top pixel is considered to have the same re value as more 
developed clouds at the same height (Freud et al., 2008; Rosenfeld and 
Lensky, 1998). 

Using a designated IDL software, cloud scenes of interest were 
manually sampled on the satellite image to minimize obstruction by 
multilayer or semi-transparent clouds. Then, a cloud mask algorithm 
(Zhu et al., 2014) filters out the partially filled cloudy pixels to reduce 
associated errors. The distortion caused by the satellite and the solar 
zenith angle is reduced by taking cloud scenes between 30◦ and − 20◦, 
and below 65◦, respectively. The 30th percentile for all re values within 
each bin is calculated, resulting in a continuous T-re profile that captures 
the clouds in their growing phase, where the effect of aerosols is mostly 
reflected (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Rosenfeld 
et al., 2016). T-re profiles obtained in different locations yield similar 
findings for similar environments (e.g., Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006; 
Rosenfeld, 2007; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2022) implying 
robust, credible, and applicable worldwide method. An objective algo-
rithm analyzes the retrieved T-re profiles and divides the cloud into 
different microphysical zones (Efraim et al., 2022), where the conden-
sational growth microphysical zone is the focus of this study. 
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2.3. Aerosol observations at the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory 

For each of the case studies described in Section 3.2, an ASD was 
measured at the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO). This site is 
located in the Amazon Basin (2.145◦S, 59.004◦W at 130 m above sea 
level) and uses a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) at 60 m height 
above the surface (Franco et al., 2022). In addition, this site monitors 
fundamental climatic and atmospheric parameters such as temperature, 
pressure, wind profiles, advection of air mass, relative humidity, and 
precipitation (Andreae et al., 2015). These parameters were used to 
determine the coupling state of the chosen cloud scene case studies, 
where the air sampled at ATTO fed the sampled clouds. 

3. Results 

3.1. Simulations of SAZcond 

This section presents the convective cloud simulations and the effect 
of different inputs of ASD and w profiles on the microphysical zones 
focusing on the existence and properties of SAZcond. The panels in each 
figure of the cloud properties simulations (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) include the 
ASD in panel A; The w profiles in panel B; the Nd and Na profiles in panel 
C; the re profile in panel D; the S profile in panel E; and the RWF profile 

in panel F. 

3.1.1. Fixed ASD 
The input of the first simulation includes (1) a representative 

bimodal ASD with a high concentration of accumulation mode particles 
that serve as CCN at a supersaturation of approximately 0.2% and a 
smaller Aitken mode particle population (e.g., Pöhlker et al., 2016, 
2018; Franco et al., 2022). The total Na is 1407 cm− 3 (Fig. 2A); (2) Three 
prescribed w profiles (Fig. 2B) with a typical initial speed of 1.5 ms− 1 at 
cloud base (Braga et al., 2017) and then different acceleration rates with 
height. The first w profile (w1, red dashed line) has an acceleration rate 
of 0.05 ms− 1 ◦C− 1. It has the lowest slope and the closest one to constant 
w. w2 (green dashed line) has a higher acceleration rate of 0.35 ms− 1 ◦C 
− 1, and w3 has the highest acceleration rate of 1.25 ms− 1 ◦C -1 (blue 
dashed line). According to the T-Nd-Na profile (Fig. 2C), the cloud’s 
primary activation, consisting of the accumulation mode only (Fig. 2A), 
is the same for all three w profiles due to the same value at the cloud 
base. Under specific conditions, the remaining Aitken mode particles 
have the potential for later activation. After the primary activation, Nd 
stays nearly constant with decreasing T and only decreases slightly due 
to the minor coalescence process above the cloud base. This is consistent 
with the constant Na concentration with decreasing T, meaning that no 
new activation of droplets occurs. The T-re profile (Fig. 2D) shows that, 

Fig. 2. Simulations of cloud properties for a fixed aerosol size distribution (ASD) and three prescribed updraft profiles (w). Panel A shows the bimodal ASD with a 
high concentration of accumulation mode particles and a lower concentration of Aitken mode particles. The total particle number concentration (Na) below the cloud 
base is 1407 cm− 3. The shaded grey marks the calculated activated particles at the cloud base. Panel B shows the prescribed w profiles with a constant w speed of 1.5 
ms− 1 up to the cloud base and then different acceleration rates, where w1 (red dashed line) has the lowest acceleration rate (0.05 ms− 1 ◦C − 1) and is close to constant 
w with height; w2 (green dashed line) has a higher acceleration rate (0.35 ms− 1 ◦C − 1); and w3 (blue dashed line) has the strongest acceleration rate (1.25 ms− 1 ◦C − 1). 
Panels C–F show the different cloud properties, where the color of the lines is related to the same-colored w profile in each panel. Panel C shows the number 
concentration of cloud droplets (Nd) and Na profile in units of mg− 1 to avoid the consideration of the change of air density with height; Panel D shows the effective 
radius (re) profile, where the grey line is the adiabatic curve, calculated based on the cloud base pressure and temperature; Panel E shows the vertical profile of 
supersaturation over water (S) and Panel F shows the vertical rainwater fraction (RWF) profile. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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at first, re increases at the same rate as the adiabatic curve for the same 
cloud base Nd. This means that during this phase, the dominant micro-
physical process is condensational growth. For the w1 case (red dashed 
line in Fig. 2D), the coalescence and collision processes start to dominate 
at ~0 ◦C and lead to rainout at that level, as shown in the T-RWF profile 
(Fig. 2F). The Nd starts to decrease sharply at the level of rain initiation, 
as the coalescence merges many cloud droplets into fewer raindrops. 
The coalescence and rainout reduce the integrated droplet surface area 
available for condensation, leading to S exceeding Smax. As a result, 
smaller particles with lower critical S (Sc) are activated as cloud drop-
lets. This is the SAZcoal as defined and shown in Efraim et al. (2022). The 
SAZcoal is easily seen on the T-Nd-Na profile as the increase of Nd and 
reduction of Na at ~ − 3 ◦C. It is also noticeable in the T-re profile, as the 
re growth rate exceeds the adiabatic curve when the coalescence be-
comes dominant and turns negative with the activation of new droplets 
in the environment of coalesced ones. In nature, this could also happen 
due to the entrainment of particles with low Sc from the lateral bound-
aries of the cloud (Warner, 1973; Latham and Reed, 1977; Baker et al., 
1980). For the w2 case, re remains adiabatic up to cloud top, and rain 
initiation is delayed altogether (green line in Fig. 2F). When w acceler-
ates even faster (w3; blue line in Fig. 2C), the strong cooling rate causes a 
high enough S to exceed Smax and to activate new droplets even during 
the condensational growth, representing SAZcond. In this case, Nd starts 
to increase during the dominant condensational growth phase at ~6 ◦C. 
In the environment of the small droplets with little coalescence, the 
newly activated ones slow down the re growth rate and it becomes less 
than adiabatic (blue dashed line in Fig. 2D). The activation of new 

droplets during the condensational growth delays the coalescence pro-
cess and the initiation of the rain. As seen in the T-RWF profile, no rain is 
initiated until cloud top (blue dashed line in Fig. 2F). 

Eventually, for the same ASD, the highest w acceleration causes 
SAZcond while the lower ones may keep the re adiabatic or cause SAZcoal. 

3.1.2. Fixed w profile 
The input of the second simulation includes: (1) two bimodal ASD, 

where ASD1 is identical to the ASD in the previous simulation (blue line 
in Fig. 3A), whereas ASD2 has the same concentration of Aitken parti-
cles, but a lower concentration of accumulation mode particles (green 
line in Fig. 3A). The Na is 1407 cm− 3 for ASD1 and 938 cm− 3 for ASD2; 
(2) One prescribed w profile (Fig. 3B) identical to the w3 profile from the 
first simulation. The T-Nd-Na profile (Fig. 3C) shows a higher concen-
tration of activated Nd at the cloud base for the ASD1 case (blue dashed 
line), which has a higher concentration of accumulation mode particles. 
Therefore, Smax of the ASD1 case (blue dashed line in Fig. 3E) is smaller 
than the one of the ASD2 case (green dashed line). However, the cloud 
base Nd is smaller than the Na for both cases, meaning that there are 
unactivated interstitial particles within the cloud parcel. After the pri-
mary activation, Nd stays relatively constant with height, and the re 
increases at the same rate as the idealized adiabatic curves for each 
cloud base Nd (Fig. 3D), indicating that condensational growth is the 
dominant microphysical process. For the prescribed w profile in this 
simulation, SAZcond appears for both cases, although, the temperature of 
SAZcond initiation changes. With the constant increase of w and cooling 
rate, S exceeds the initially smaller Smax for the ASD1 case at a warmer 

Fig. 3. Simulations of cloud properties for fixed prescribed updraft (w) profile (panel B) and two different aerosol size distributions (ASD) (panel A). The w profile is 
the same as w3 in Fig. 2, with a constant w of 1.5 ms− 1 up to the cloud base and then an acceleration rate of 1.25 ms− 1 ◦C − 1. The first ASD (ASD1, blue) is the same as 
illustrated in Fig. 2, with the same Na of 1407 cm− 3. The second ASD (ASD2, green) has the same Aitken mode as the blue one but has a lower accumulation mode. 
The Na of ASD2 is 938 cm− 3. Panels C–F show the different cloud properties as described in Fig. 2, except the color of the lines in this figure is related to the same- 
colored ASD in each panel. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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temperature, causing SAZcond to occur at a lower altitude. The Sc in-
creases as the interstitial particles’ size and the air temperature 
decrease. Thus, a higher Sc must be reached to activate further inter-
stitial particles in the ASD2 case. Therefore, the SAZcond occurs slightly 
higher than the point where S exceeds Smax. The re growth rate in both 
cases becomes less than adiabatic, but for the lower-level SAZcond, it 
occurs at warmer T (or lower altitude). The secondary activation of a 
higher concentration of particles in the ASD1 case (blue dashed line in 
Fig. 3D) results in the re growth rate decrease to smaller values than for 
the ASD2 case (green dashed line). The activation of new droplets delays 
the coalescence process and the initiation of the rain in both cases up to 
the cloud top (Fig. 3F). 

Eventually, for the same strong w, a case with a more prominent 
accumulation mode will experience SAZcond in warmer temperatures 
and lead to smaller re because of more available particles for activation 
with lower Sc in the rising parcel. The cloud microstructure profiles for 
the simulations of the w1 and w2 profiles with ASD2 are shown in the 
supplements (Fig. S1). 

Fig. 4 summarizes the effect of various ASD and w profiles on the 
temperature of SAZcond initiation. The input for this set of model runs 
includes (1) twelve ASD with various accumulation and Aitken mode 
sizes (Fig. 4A); and (2) six w profiles with a constant wb of 1.5 ms− 1 and 
different accelerations (Fig. 4B). As shown in the figure, generally, 
weaker w acceleration results in a colder temperature of SAZcond 

Fig. 4. The temperature of SAZcond initiation for various aerosol size distributions (ASD) and updraft (w) profiles. Panel A shows the different ASD, where the warm 
color scaled lines (red to yellow) are ASD with constant Aitken mode and various accumulation modes; and the cold color scaled lines (dark to light blue) are ASD 
with constant accumulation mode and various Aitken modes. Panel B shows the different w profiles, where they all have wb of 1.5 ms− 1 and different acceleration 
rates. Panel C shows the temperature of SAZcond initiation as a function of the w acceleration rate and Panel D shows the maximum supersaturation at cloud base 
(Smax), where in both panels each colored point or line is related to the same-colored ASD color in panel A. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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initiation, because S exceeds the cloud base Smax higher in the cloud, due 
to lower cooling rate. 

The dashed warm colored lines (yellow to red color scale) represent 
ASD where the Aitken mode is constant (peak at dN/dlogDp = 1000 
cm− 3) and the accumulation mode varies from peak at dN/dlogDp = 500 
cm− 3 to dN/dlogDp = 2000 cm− 3. In the extreme case of very high 
accumulation mode (darkest red), Smax is lowest (0.14%) (Fig. 4D) due 
to the activation of many of the largest particles. The needed w accel-
eration for Smax exceedance is lower compared to ASD with lower 
accumulation mode, where Smax is higher due to the activation of fewer 
particles (Fig. 4D). Therefore, the temperature of SAZcond initiation is 
warmer. In addition, increasing the accumulation mode means more 
available particles with sufficient Sc for activation in the S values beyond 
Smax. On the other hand, the cold colored lines (dark to light blue color 
scale) represent ASD where the accumulation mode is constant (peak at 
dN/dlogDp = 1000 cm− 3) and the Aitken mode varies from peak at dN/ 
dlogDp = 500 cm− 3 to dN/dlogDp = 2000 cm− 3. In these cases, Smax does 
not change as much compared to the constant Aitken mode cases 
(Fig. 4D). This is due to the activation of the whole accumulation mode 
at the cloud base. When the Aitken mode is higher (lighter blue), more 
particles are added to the accumulation mode and are activated at the 
cloud base, thus Smax slightly decreases. In cases with lower Aitken mode 
(darker blue), the temperature of SAZcond initiation is warmer for the 
same w acceleration, because there are more available particles with 
sufficient Sc for activation (fewer smaller ones). This occurs even though 
Smax is slightly higher in darker blue cases because there are fewer 
activated particles to lower the supersaturation. 

In addition, there are ASD in intermediate states with either low 
accumulation and/or low Aitken modes, where the temperature of 
SAZcond initiation is a matter of how many particles are activated at the 
cloud base against how many activate due to the w acceleration rate. 

Another factor that determines the temperature of SAZcond initiation 
is the cloud base w (wb). Fig. 5 shows the temperature of SAZcond initi-
ation as a function of the w acceleration for different wb (panels A and B). 
The model was run for two ASD with constant accumulation mode and 
high Aitken mode (solid line in Fig. 5C), and vice versa (dashed line in 
Fig. 5C). According to this figure, for both ASD, smaller wb leads to 
warmer temperature of SAZcond initiation. The wb determines the Nd at 
the cloud base, thus smaller values activate lower Nd, resulting in more 
available particles for activation during the condensational growth 
phase due to the prescribed w acceleration. 

3.2. Detection of SAZcond based on satellite-retrieved T-re profiles 

The different microphysical zones in convective clouds and the 
method for their detection by the T-re profile analysis have been fully 

described in Efraim et al. (2022) and also briefly in Section 1.2. How-
ever, the newly defined SAZcond is less readily detected since it is a part 
of the defined condensational growth phase. Still, it can be identified by 
analyzing the small fluctuations within the condensational growth 
points. These small fluctuations can be either noise, due to retrieval 
uncertainty (Freud et al., 2011; Rosenfeld et al., 2016), in which case 
these points should still be defined as condensational growth; or SAZcond 
signal, representing the appearance of smaller droplets within the 
condensational growth phase. 

To analyze the fluctuations in the condensational growth points, we 
used the profile of the natural logarithm of the adiabatic Nd with 
decreasing T (T-ln(Nda)). The value of ln(Nda) is calculated by taking the 
natural logarithm of the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio for each temperature bin, 
for the adiabatic points. Using the ln(Nda), instead of Nda, emphasizes 
the relative change in Nda rather than the absolute change. The ln(Nda) 
was linearly segmented by the trend of the points. Ideally, the ln(Nda) 
should be quite constant during the condensational growth and any 
increase can be either due to noise or a signal. The SAZcond is identified 
where a significant increase of ln(Nda) occurs. 

This section presents two convective cloud scenes as case studies 
with and without a detected SAZcond and an application of a method to 
detect the SAZcond by remote sensing. Both cloud scenes were sampled 
over the ATTO region, where the ASD of the air feeding the clouds was 
measured. Even though both cases include coalescence or ice formation, 
we focus on the adiabatic non-precipitating part only. Each case study 
(Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) presents the satellite overpass image in panel A, the 1- 
h average ASD of the feeding air before the satellite overpass in panel B, 
the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio in panel C, the T-re profile in panel D and E, and 
the T-ln(Nda) profile in panel F. 

Cloud scene A is an example of a case without SAZcond. The cloud 
scene is marked by a red polygon on a Day Natural color scheme satellite 
image (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2008). In this case, a cluster of cumulus 
congestus clouds was taken within ~25 km of the ATTO site. The sat-
ellite overpass was on the 6th of July 2017 at 17:40 UTC. The adiabatic 
points are marked in red on the LWCa-Mdroplet profile (Fig. 6C). These 
points have the best linear fit with the origin (R2 = 0.995), thus they 
define the condensational growth phase. The Nd at the cloud base is then 
determined by the linear ratio of LWCa-Mdroplet. The grey line on the T-re 
profile (Fig. 6D and E) is the adiabatic curve calculated by the cloud base 
temperature and pressure for the specific retrieved Nd. The defined 
condensational growth points (red points) agree with the adiabatic 
curve until the coalescence begins and exceeds adiabaticity (Fig. 6D and 
E). The adiabatic T-ln(Nda) profile (Fig. 6F) shows a slight increase of 
0.079 in the ln(Nda) for the adiabatic points. To determine whether it is 
noise or signal we examine the ASD. The calculated Nd based on the 
linear LWCa-Mdroplet ratio is 836 cm− 3. The 1-h average ASD (Fig. 6B) 

Fig. 5. The temperature of SAZcond initiation for two different aerosol size distributions (ASD), updraft (w) profiles, and cloud base w (wb). Panel A shows the two 
ASD with dominant accumulation (dashed) or Aitken (solid) mode. Panels B and C show the temperature of SAZcond initiation as a function of the w acceleration and 
the wb for each ASD. The w profiles are described in panel B of Fig. 4. 
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has a well-defined Hoppel minimum at 85 nm. The Hoppel minimum is a 
size separation gap between two size modes, which usually indicates the 
size of the smallest particles that can serve as CCN for the given ther-
modynamic conditions due to cloud processing (Hoppel and Frick, 1986; 
Hudson et al., 2015). Summing the Nd largest particles on the ASD in 
Fig. 6B (green shading) yields the smallest diameter to be activated, i.e., 
the critical diameter, since the larger particles are activated first. In this 
case, the critical diameter is 91 nm. This suggests that the activated 
particles at the cloud base are accumulation mode particles down to that 
threshold. The good agreement of the retrieved Nd with the concentra-
tion of the accumulation mode particles implies that the fluctuations in 
the condensational points are likely to be noise and the case is without 
SAZcond. That is because no significant overestimation of Nd was found, 
as opposed to the next presented Cloud scene B. 

As opposed to the previous case study, Cloud scene B (red polygon in 
Fig. 7A) is an example of a case with a possible SAZcond. The sampled 
cloud is a developed cumulonimbus ~70 km from ATTO. The satellite 
overpass was on the 1st of July 2017 at 17:30 UTC. The 1-h average ASD 
for Cloud scene B (Fig. 7B) has a well-defined Hoppel minimum at 91 nm 
and Na of 932 cm− 3. The LWCa-Mdroplet ratio profile (Fig. 7C) defined the 
adiabatic points (red points) with a linear fit of R2 = 0.916. These points 

are also in good agreement with the adiabatic curve on the T-re profile 
(Fig. 7D and E). However, the adiabatic T-ln(Nda) (Fig. 7F) shows a 
larger increase in ln(Nda) of 0.32, compared to Cloud scene A (0.079). 
This suggests larger fluctuations in the adiabatic points. The calculated 
Nd based on the linear LWCa-Mdroplet ratio is 1211 cm− 3, actually 
exceeding the accumulation mode particles that usually relate to pri-
mary activation, let alone the total Na measured at ATTO. Even with 
allowing for possible differences in aerosol concentrations between 
ATTO and the location of the cloud as well as a potential overestimation 
of the retrieved Nd, this would imply that more particles were activated 
than the supplied ones. Therefore, the fluctuations in the adiabatic 
points, in this case, are implied to be a signal of potential activation of 
extra cloud droplets during the condensational growth which leads to a 
bias in the calculated adiabatic Nd. Presumably, if there was no SAZcond 
steepening the adiabatic line, it would be less vertical, resulting in a 
lower Nd. The tendency of the line towards a higher slope, due to the 
appearance of small droplets in the overall condensational growth 
phase, as well as the result biased Nd, indicates the likelihood of a po-
tential SAZcond. This is distinct from noise or retrieval bias, which would 
shift the entire profile while maintaining the same slope. This will be 
further discussed in the next section. 

Fig. 6. Satellite-retrieved cloud microphysical profiles in the ATTO region without indications for secondary droplet activation during the condensational growth 
phase (SAZcond). Panel A shows the Day Natural color scheme satellite image with the ATTO site marked as the star and the sampled cloud scene shown as a red 
polygon (Cloud scene A). Panel B shows the 1-h average ASD at ATTO before the satellite overpass, with the particle fraction activated as cloud droplets being shown 
as green shading under the curve. Panel C shows the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio where the red points are defined as the adiabatic ones, with the best fit with the origin (R2 =

0.995). The adiabatic points are marked as the condensational growth points on the T-re profile (red points in Panel D). The grey line in the same panel is the 
calculated adiabatic curve for the specific retrieved Nd. Panel E shows an enhanced T-re profile focused on the adiabatic part. The T-ln(Nda) profile (Panel F) shows 
only the adiabatic points (red points in Panel D) and the trend lines with decreasing T. The value in Panel F (0.079) is the slope of the positive trend line. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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4. Discussion 

The SAZ during condensational growth (SAZcond) may be detectable 
in the T-re profile as a slowdown of the re growth rate to less than the 
adiabatic one during the condensational growth phase, as shown in 
Cloud scene B in the previous section. It was also described by the 
model, in Section 3.1, where the re growth rate was reduced below the 
adiabatic values in cases of droplet activation during condensational 
growth (blue line in Fig. 2D and blue and green lines in Fig. 3D). This can 
occur due to an increase in w or at the same w, for different ASD. In 
nature, the SAZcond can occur also due to the entrainment of particles 
with low Sc, which can be activated at the existing S during the dominant 
condensational growth. However, both mechanisms result in the 
reduction of re. As seen in Cloud scene B, SAZcond may cause an over-
estimation of the satellite-retrieved Nd. 

As mentioned in Sections 1.1 and 1.3, the adiabatic cloud base Nd can 
be approximated by the ratio of adiabatic LWC (LWCa) to the mass of a 
single droplet (Mdroplet), where Mdroplet is calculated based on the mean- 
volume radius (rv) where rv =

re
1.08 in an adiabatic process (Freud et al., 

2011). Additional droplet activation reduces the drop size for the same 
LWCa, thus drop growth rate becomes less than adiabatic. This results in 
a calculated Nd above the adiabatic Nd at the cloud base. Another way to 
look at it is by observing the slope of the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio, which is 
essentially the adiabatic Nd. Adding small droplets in the adiabatic part 
due to SAZcond will lower the Mdroplet and increase the adiabatic Nd to 
above the original value at the cloud base. The explicit formulas for the 

calculation of re and rv are: 

re =

∫
N(r)r3dr

∫
N(r)r2dr

(1)  

rv =

(
3 • LWC
4πρwN

)
1
3 (2) 

Where N and r are the droplet concentration and radii, respectively, 
and ρw is the density of water (Freud and Rosenfeld, 2012). Adding N 
droplets with a small r above the cloud base due to SAZcond would not 
reduce the re as much as it would reduce rv, assuming unchanged LWCa. 
Therefore, the retrieved Nd under the assumption that all droplets were 
activated at the cloud base would give a larger Nd compared to the actual 
Nd at the cloud base and might even exceed the total CCN as shown in 
Cloud scene B. Another reason that might cause an overestimation of the 
retrieved Nd is the use of more adiabatic points with less certainty. 
Supposedly, taking only the first point on the adiabatic curve would 
suffice in the calculation of Nd, since it already gives the ratio of LWCa to 
Mdroplet. However, for the calculation of Nd, it is important to identify the 
whole adiabatic part of the T-re to avoid any biases due to surface 
contamination (Rosenfeld et al., 2016; Yue et al., 2019; Efraim et al., 
2022). To reduce this uncertainty, the algorithm does not rely merely on 
the first point but rather includes more points above, as long as they are 
in good fit with the adiabatic curve. If these points include fluctuations 
due to SAZcond, the LWCa-Mdroplet ratio would be larger, hence a larger 
Nd. 

Fig. 7. Satellite-retrieved cloud microphysical profiles in the ATTO region with indications for secondary droplet activation during the condensational growth phase 
(SAZcond). Panels A-F have similar descriptions as in Fig. 6. However, the adiabatic points in panel C have R2 of 0.916 and the value of the slope of the positive trend 
line in panel F is 0.32. 
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An additional impact of the SAZcond, as shown by the model, is the 
suppression of warm rain. This was also observed by in-situ measure-
ments of T-re profiles from cloud probes in several flights during the 
ACRIDICON–CHUVA campaign (Wendisch et al., 2016), which showed 
that the measured Nd was larger above the cloud base than at the cloud 
base (Braga et al., 2017). During flights AC08, AC12, and AC20 strong w 
(up to 15 ms− 1) was measured above the cloud base. The strong w 
increased S and allowed for more CCN activation. The measured profiles 
of re were smaller than the estimated adiabatic re profile and its values 
were smaller than 13 μm, indicating the suppression of raindrop for-
mation. Measured droplet size distribution from the cloud probe on the 
aircraft validated that indeed no raindrops were observed during these 
flights. Instead, ice particles were formed above the 0 ◦C isotherm (Braga 
et al., 2017) where the cloud could reach due to the suppression of the 
warm rain. 

As described in Section 3.2, the minor fluctuation of the condensa-
tional growth can result from either noise (e.g., Cloud scene A) or an 
actual signal of SAZcond (e.g., Cloud scene B). However, it can be argued 
that the supposed SAZcond is merely due to deviation from adiabaticity 
because of mixing that changes the 1.08 ratio or a matter of satellite 
retrieval uncertainties, such as the re. 

Regarding the deviation from the adiabaticity argument, we rely on 
the strong assumption of inhomogeneous mixing in convective clouds 
(references in Section 1.1), thus the cloud re is considered to be adia-
batic. Moreover, we rely on representative atmospheric measurements 
from ATTO that show no abnormality in the relative humidity, precip-
itation, or air temperature near the satellite overpass time. This suggests 
that there is no evidence of the mixing of a different kind of air parcel 
into the cloud. 

As for the uncertainty in the re retrieval, it can be attributed to three 
main factors: (1) 3D effects, (2) pixel inhomogeneity, (3) and distortion 
due to large backscatter angles. 3D effects, such as illuminating and 
shadowing, can lead to a significant re bias (Marshak and Davis, 2005; 
Davis and Marshak, 2010; Marshak et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012). 
However, the accuracy of retrieved re from MODIS (Moderate Resolu-
tion Imaging Spectroradiometer) satellite sensor was found to be the 
best at the 3.7 μm channel in non-precipitating clouds (King et al., 2013; 
Rosenfeld et al., 2016), because the 3D effects tend to have the lowest 
impact in this wavelength. This is due to the largest absorption and 
shortest mean free path of the photons (Zhang et al., 2012). Therefore, 
the use of this channel leads to minimal effect by cloud inhomogeneities 
and 3D effects (Rosenfeld et al., 2004; Zhang and Platnick, 2011; 
Grosvenor and Wood, 2014). The VIIRS detector used in this study, 
which has a much finer resolution than MODIS (Rosenfeld et al., 2014a, 
2014b; Yue et al., 2019), further reduces the uncertainty related to the 
first two reasons mentioned above. 

The distortion due to the backscattering angle is solved by applying 
the retrieval restrictions mentioned in Section 2.2. However, by using 
observations in the cloud scale, this bias would only cause a shift in the 
whole re profile. In this study, we focus mainly on the trend and not the 
absolute values of re, so even with shifting of the re profile the trend is 
preserved. Therefore, the importance of the re uncertainty in that 
manner is reduced, considering the similar satellite-retrieved and 
modeled re behavior at the scale of the same cloud. 

Nevertheless, this uncertainty should not be neglected. Based on 
initial statistical analysis, a threshold value of approximately 0.2 for ln 
(Nda) was established to distinguish between noise and signal. However, 
this threshold should be strengthened by incorporating more observa-
tional data. 

Here we simply outline the underlying physical principle and present 
a case study with a potential SAZcond. Further statistical results along 
with validations of measured ASD below the clouds necessitate addi-
tional research. 

5. Conclusions 

Aerosol particles can be activated into cloud droplets in convective 
clouds above the cloud base. The microphysical zone in the cloud where 
it occurs is referred to as the secondary activation zone (SAZ). The 
detection of SAZ based on T-re profiles allows the identification of a 
significant occurrence of new droplet activation above the cloud base, 
either after the dominant coalescence of droplets (SAZcoal) or during the 
dominant condensational growth of the cloud droplets (SAZcond). While 
the properties of SAZcoal were discussed in Efraim et al. (2022), the 
physical principle and the causes for SAZcond are presented in this study. 
A spectral-bin adiabatic parcel model was used to describe the effect of 
updraft (w) and different aerosol size distributions (ASD) on the exis-
tence and properties of SAZcond. The simulations showed that a stronger 
increase of w with decreasing T results in the change from unperturbed 
dominant condensational growth to the occurrence of SAZcond when a 
high-accelerated w increases S to the extent that it exceeds the maximum 
supersaturation simulated at the cloud base (Smax). This matches the 
results presented by Pinsky et al. (2012). The simulations also showed 
that, for the same w profile, a more polluted case with higher CCN 
concentrations and resulting lower Smax would lead to a SAZcond starting 
at lower cloud depths and with more significant activation of interstitial 
particles into cloud droplets. A method to detect SAZcond from T-re 
profiles measured by satellite was demonstrated using two case studies. 
One in which SAZcond was observed and another where it was not 
identified. We found that the existence of SAZcond may cause an over-
estimation of the satellite retrieved Nd due to: (a) the smaller re after 
SAZcond for the same amount of LWCa, (b) the deviation from the 
assumption that all droplets were activated at cloud base, (c) the 
reduction of adiabaticity, and (d) the consideration of more adiabatic 
points with less certainty. In addition, SAZcond leads to a warm rain 
suppression and possible invigoration of the cloud by the released latent 
heat from ice nucleation above the 0 ◦C isotherm. The occurrence of SAZ 
has climatic importance by shaping the deep convective cloud micro-
structure with possible consequences for cloud radiative forcing. The 
ability to detect both SAZcond and SAZcoal signatures from satellites al-
lows a detailed analysis of convective cloud microphysics in large areas 
and over long periods. Further investigations and validations of these 
signatures in convective clouds will improve our understanding of their 
role in aerosol-cloud interactions. 
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